The following file cabinets are in Bldg. 19, Corozal:

8 drawer file cabinet
- 3x5 arms registration cards

12 drawer file cabinet
- 3x5 arms registration cards

4 drawer file cabinet
- National Guard ballistics records

4 drawer file cabinet
- Computer printouts of 1980 PDF payroll
- Drawer 3: 6-4 letter authorizing payments, PDF bills 1988
- Drawer 4: Letters of fluids presented to them PDF in 1985, 1986

4 drawer file cabinet
- arms registration files

5 drawer file cabinet
- locked

3 drawer file cabinet
- locked
- labels—explosives companies
  -- general correspondence
  -- arms import/export companies
  -- bills of sale
  -- arms for private enterprise and embassies

5 drawer file cabinet
- locked
- labels—cancelled permits
  -- permits for agriculture

4 drawer file cabinet
- arms registration files

10 drawer file cabinet
- weapon permit cards

10 drawer file cabinet
- weapon permit cards

12 drawer file cabinet
- locked

4 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 1, 2, and 3—G-2 target files
- drawer 4—pending CI cases

4 drawer file cabinet
- empty
15. 4 drawer file cabinet
- empty

16. 4 drawer file cabinet
- locked
- labels—G-3 operations 1986-1988

17. 4 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 1, 2—weapon inventories for all PDF units
  - drawer 3—7th MZ, Las Tablas, TELEX file for Jan-Nov 1989
  - drawer 4—Ministry of Health Project 1988
  - drawer 5—Mar 1989 Sealing for PDF LTs
  - drawer 6—8th INF Co Reports on U.S. Military activities Feb-Aug 1989

18. 4 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 1—G-3 files and correspondence, 1989
- drawer 2, 3, and 4—locked

19. 4 drawer file cabinet
- locked
- label—training aids
  — 1986, 1987 operations

20. 5 drawer file cabinet
- cedulas from the interior provinces

21. Box
- Envelopes-marked G-2 archives with flight manifests and
  deployment records from A130TH

22. 2 drawer file cabinet
- locked
- label—confidential aspects
  — community relations

23. 2 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 1—confidential files on Balboa
  - financial reports and transactions for Cement Bayano
  - U.S. Army Lt. Col. Diaz- Herrera
  - list of leaders for the Brigada Celeste
  - Oct 1989 letter from Maj Dominguez to Gen Noriega

24. 4 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 2, 3, and 4 Ministry of Government and Justice communications
  records

25. 9 drawer file cabinet
- copies of University of Panama student ID cards

26. 4 drawer file cabinet
- drawer 1—Ministry of Government and Justice records on radio owners
27. A drawer file cabinet

28. A drawer file cabinet

29. A drawer file cabinet

30. A drawer file cabinet

31. A drawer file cabinet

32. A drawer file cabinet

33. A drawer file cabinet

34. A drawer file cabinet

35. A drawer file cabinet

36. A drawer file cabinet

37. A drawer file cabinet

38. A drawer file cabinet

39. A drawer file cabinet

40. A drawer file cabinet

41. A drawer file cabinet

42. A drawer file cabinet

43. A drawer file cabinet

44. A drawer file cabinet

45. A drawer file cabinet

46. A drawer file cabinet

47. A drawer file cabinet

48. A drawer file cabinet

49. A drawer file cabinet

50. A drawer file cabinet

51. A drawer file cabinet

52. A drawer file cabinet

53. A drawer file cabinet

54. A drawer file cabinet

55. A drawer file cabinet

56. A drawer file cabinet

57. A drawer file cabinet

58. A drawer file cabinet

59. A drawer file cabinet

60. A drawer file cabinet

61. A drawer file cabinet

62. A drawer file cabinet

63. A drawer file cabinet

64. A drawer file cabinet

65. A drawer file cabinet

66. A drawer file cabinet

67. A drawer file cabinet

68. A drawer file cabinet

69. A drawer file cabinet

70. A drawer file cabinet

71. A drawer file cabinet

72. A drawer file cabinet

73. A drawer file cabinet

74. A drawer file cabinet

75. A drawer file cabinet

76. A drawer file cabinet

77. A drawer file cabinet

78. A drawer file cabinet

79. A drawer file cabinet

80. A drawer file cabinet

81. A drawer file cabinet

82. A drawer file cabinet

83. A drawer file cabinet

84. A drawer file cabinet

85. A drawer file cabinet

86. A drawer file cabinet

87. A drawer file cabinet

88. A drawer file cabinet

89. A drawer file cabinet

90. A drawer file cabinet

91. A drawer file cabinet

92. A drawer file cabinet

93. A drawer file cabinet

94. A drawer file cabinet

95. A drawer file cabinet

96. A drawer file cabinet

97. A drawer file cabinet

98. A drawer file cabinet

99. A drawer file cabinet

100. A drawer file cabinet
40. 4 drawer file cabinet

39. 4 drawer file cabinet

38. 4 drawer file cabinet

37. 4 drawer file cabinet

36. 4 drawer file cabinet

35. 4 drawer file cabinet

34. 4 drawer file cabinet

33. 10 drawer file cabinet

32. 4 drawer large file cabinet

31. 4 drawer large file cabinet

30. 4 drawer file cabinet

29. 4 drawer file cabinet

28. 4 drawer file cabinet, locked

27. 4 drawer file cabinet

26. 4 drawer file cabinet

25. 4 drawer file cabinet

24. 4 drawer file cabinet

23. 4 drawer file cabinet

22. 4 drawer file cabinet

21. 4 drawer file cabinet

20. 4 drawer file cabinet

19. 4 drawer file cabinet

18. 4 drawer file cabinet

17. 4 drawer file cabinet

16. 4 drawer file cabinet

15. 4 drawer file cabinet

14. 4 drawer file cabinet

13. 4 drawer file cabinet

12. 4 drawer file cabinet

11. 4 drawer file cabinet

10. 4 drawer file cabinet

9. 4 drawer file cabinet

8. 4 drawer file cabinet

7. 4 drawer file cabinet

6. 4 drawer file cabinet

5. 4 drawer file cabinet

4. 4 drawer file cabinet

3. 4 drawer file cabinet

2. 4 drawer file cabinet

1. 4 drawer file cabinet

0. 4 drawer file cabinet

-drawer 2 --polyurethane

-5 separated bubble wrap layers, 2 large video tapes

-5 9x11" photos, 1988 foldout on computer systems

-drawer 1 --polyurethane, 1987

-files on political parties, press clippings

-drawer 2,3, and 4 --intelligence summaries 1997